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System; using System.Col

lections.Generic; using
System.Linq; using
System.Text; using

System.Threading.Tasks;
namespace

StackExchange.Redis { ///
/// Async version of Redis
pipeline mode. /// public

class AsyncPipelineMode :
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IPipelineMode { internal
readonly

IAsyncPipelineImpl
pipeline; internal AsyncPi
pelineMode(IPipelineImpl
pipeline, string name) {
this.pipeline = pipeline;

this.name = name; } /// ///
Flush the current pipeline.

/// public void Flush() {
var result =

pipeline.Flush();
OnFlush(); } /// /// Execute

the pipeline. /// ///
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EAXA Carenado-195P base modelLimulus amoebocyte lysate test to evaluate the appropriateness of
dose escalation in radiotherapy of benign breast disease. The value of the limulus amoebocyte lysate

test (LAL test) has been studied in a series of breast cancer patients treated with moderate
hypofractionation (45 Gy in 30 fractions) in order to avoid the increased risk of skin reactions after
large fraction sizes. One group of patients received the LAL test before and after radiotherapy (RT),
another group before RT only. The value of the LAL test as an indicator of acute radiation damage

was examined by measuring the increase in clotting activity of the patient's plasma and the analysis
of its components. The LAL test can be used to evaluate the degree of acute damage to tissues in

vivo due to an underlying disease or environmental factor (in this case hypofractionated RT), since it
indicates the amount of circulating fibrinogen with its fibrin degradation products (FDPs) in a

patient's plasma. Our results do not show any increase in FDPs after hypofractionated RT in either
group. At the same time, an increase in the clotting activity of the patient's plasma is detected after
RT. Also, the LAL test is more sensitive than the RTOG score in detecting early adverse effects of RT

due to a higher sensitivity of LAL compared to the RTOG score. This indicates that the LAL test is
more suitable than the RTOG score for the detection of early effects of RT, and probably also for the

development of normal tissue tolerance. This is important for the development of radiotherapy
planning aimed at sparing critical organs at risk at the expense of increased morbidity in the

breast.Approximately 1.5 million individuals are affected by schistosomiasis in the U.S. A more
effective vaccine would be an important tool for disease control. We have shown that an

experimental vaccine can protect mice from liver and intestinal damage induced by schistosomes,
and that this protection correlates with the induction of highly protective anti-schistosome Th1-type

cellular immune responses. In this proposal we plan to develop a new mouse-based schistosome
vaccine using recombinant S. mansoni antigens expressed in a vaccine delivery system that

provides the necessary adjuvant activity to induce protective immune responses. We will also
evaluate humoral responses by developing assays that correlate with protection in mice. The
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